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HERMENEUTICS IN THE THOUGHT
OF RABBI SOLOVEITCHIK-
MEDIUM OR MESSAGE?

I

Two characteristics stand out in the presentations of Rabbi Joseph
Baer Soloveitchik: typology and hermeneutics (derw'h). Both of
these are, apparently, matters of form. But are they really? In this
case, as in the case of all true creative endeavor, it seems very difficult
to distinguish between form and content.

Typology, the first of the characteristics, namely, the creation of
ideal types in man and in society, and placing them in confrontation
with their corresponding real types, has been dealt with by almost all
students of R. Soloveitchik's thought. R. Soloveitchik himself, in his
first published philosophical essay in 1944, defines and delineates this
typological approach. When he deals with "The Man of Halakha" he
bases himself upon Eduard Springer! and says: "Obviously, the
description of the Man of Halakha refers to a purely ideal type,
similar to other types studied by social scientists. Real men of
Halakha, who are not simple but rather compound types, approach'
the ideal Ish ha-Halakha in greater or lesser degree, depending upon
their social features and spiritual stature." R. Soloveitchik repeats

this definition twenty years later in 'The Lonely Man of Faith,"2
where he states that, in actuality, pure typological specimens do not
exist and therefore there is sometimes an overlap between two types
of personality or community.

Despite these limitations of definition, he does not refrain from
structuring his thought around an entire galaxy of typical "Men":
Man of Halakha,3 Man of Knowledge,4 Man of Religion,5 Man of
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God,6 Mystical Man,7 The Lonely Man of Faith,8 Adam I as the Man
of Majesty, Adam II as thc Man of the Covenant,9 all the way to the
"Man of Repentance," who is not actually nominated as such by
R. Soloveitchik himsclf, but who does emerge as a specific com-
pound figure from the chapters of On Repentance, based on his oral
discourses.1O

Whereas several students and critics of the thought of R. Solo-
veitchik have referred to this intellectual typology and the problems
arising from it, i 1 such is not the case with the sccond conspicuous
fcaturc of his thought, the usc of the Midrashic method, which has
yet to be studied and clarified. The clarification of this question can
help us to understand R. Soloveitchik's thought more fully, and to
place it properly, despite its cxtcrnal wrappings, within the matrix of
contemporary universal religious thought, as well as in its par-
ticularly Jewish context. 12 It is to this task that we shall address
ourselves.

We shall exclude from our discussion those "sermons" of a
popular-publicistic nature which R. Soloveitchik has delivered upon
specific occasions. These cannot be integrated into thc totality of his
thought, as expressed in the remainder of his work, even though
ccrtain aspects of his thought processes can be discerned in them. 

13 It

is clear that in these sermons, the derush is primarily directed

towards the rhetorical effect upon his immediate audience.
What Nathan Rotenstreich has written with regard to this kind

of preaching, in which Biblical heroes are conceptualized as "homile-
tic archetypes, "14 applies as well to these sermons of R. Soloveitchik,
which should be counted among the best in Zionist homiletic
literature. But they contribute litte of substance to the body of his
thought, the thought of a great, if not the greatest, modern Halakh-
ist. This body of thought, in our opinion, constitutes a completc and
systematic theologico-philosophical framework, even if not offered
to us as such. Thus, it is neithcr thc Midrashic achievement nor the
immediate effect which are paramount, but the construction of a
system of thought, independent and original, dealing with God,
World, Community and IndividuaL. This system is consistent and
comprehensible in terms of objective tools of comprehension, com-
bined with implications for personal subjective existence. And so the
question returns to its starting point: how important is hermeneutics
(derush) to this original and autonomous thought?

II

In order to answer this question we must examine the nature of
derush, as an overall term inclusive of hermeneutics in all its aspects,
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such as comes to us from thc Jewish sources.15 These sources

constitute the primary resources for R. Soloveitchik, though clearly
his output is not of exclusively Jewish interest, but belongs to the

gencral context of modcrn thought about God, Man, and the World.
Let us begin with the most recent generations, from which

R. Soloveitchik proceeds, though as we shall scc, he is anchored in all
the ages of Jewish thought. "There is no doubt," writes Prof. Y oscf
Dan in his essay on the Jewish hermeneutics and its literary values, 16
"that in the quantitative sense, the literature of derush is central in
the life of the Jewish people during the Middle Agcs and the
beginning of the modern period. Only the Halakhic literature exceeds
it in historical continuity in the history of Jewish literature, as well as
in the quantity of the creativity it embraces. . . . This litcrature is a
universal phenomenon in Judaism: there is not one Jewish com-
munity in which the derush literature is not a central elemcnt of its
overall literary product." Yet, "despite its ccntral position," com-
plains Dan, "there is no literature in the history of Jewish literature
so neglected by research."

Similarly, Avraham Kariv writes: 
17 "There is no branch in the

tree of Jewish culture that the 'enlightened' among us belittle as much
as homiletics. The very concept 'derush' has becomc a synonym for
lack of taste and meaninglessness, and yet this attitude is really a
delibcratc blindncss to a powcrful source of emotional and spiritual
experience in Israel, and a gross ingratitudc towards those many and
varied preachers who graced our people with this gift called derush.
Derush is a legitimate field of creativity in Judaism, a broad field,
fruitful and thriving, as well as a powerful channel of influence upon
the life of our people, vital and indispensable."

We have not cited these words in order to defcnd the honor of
the literature of derush in rcccnt generations, but to show that it
constitutes an accepted and legitimate form of literary expression,
which is the very least that emerges from the attcmpts to define and
appreciate it as a specific literary genre in the Middle Ages and the
early modern period. ln truth it must be said that derush, both as
method and manner of expression, as wcll as a substantive compo-
nent in Jewish creativity in Halakha and Aggada at oncc, must not
be limited to these periods alone. Its sources are ancient, and it is as
old as Jewish creativity itself. Derush, in the sense of hermencutics, is
the spinal cord of classical Jewish thought from its beginning-
app~arinL in Sr.rirtll~ its~ifl8--up to oiir own ciay. In its most recent
form, in the Middle Ages and the modern period, derush follows in
the footsteps of Midrash, and is but its later incarnation. In structure
and form it possesses its own recognizable features. Yet it is identical,
or almost identical, in its essence, with Midrash, in that it constitutes
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an autonomous tool of expression, faithful to the internal develop-
ment of creative thought.

In his voluminous book on Jewish preaching,19 Rabbi Simon
Gliksberg "proves" with charming naiveté that the first preachers
were none other than the Patriarchs Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,
followed by Moses and Aaron, on and on down to the Maggid of
Kelm and the preachers of our day. However reluctant we may be to
accept Rabbi Gliksberg's ingenuous "proofs," the spirit of his
simplistic argumentation we can accept, that in derush wc have
uninterrupted continuity of Jewish creativity, spreading over many
fields-Halakha and poetry, history and exegesis-and in no smaller
measure, thought and philosophy. In the former we refer primarily to
inlernal Jewish speculation in confrontation with and in reaction to
threatening existential situations; and in the latter, to confrontation
with and reaction to external trends and philosophical schools.

Already in the earlier and later Midrash of the Sages there is a
persistent struggle with internal problems as well as with philosophi-
cal opinions on the outside, usually without identifying the latter by
name. Echoes of Stoic philosophy, Platonism, and the school of
Pythagoras reach us via the "implications" of many Talmudic
sayings, even if not in what is explicitly said, as proven by contempo-
rary scholars of Talmudic thought, most notably by Prof. E. E.
Urbach in his Beliefs and Doctrines or the Sages20 and Prof.

Abraham Joshua Heschel in his Torah min ha-Shamayim.21 ln a
broader and more open fashion than that of the Rabbis, Philo of
Alexandria struggles with thc opposition. His work embodies a
meeting point bctween Judaism and Hellenism. The common ele-
mcnt of derush in all its manifestations is that it appears as defendcr
in the brcach in these confrontations. At times it rcjects the opposing
viewpoints that attempt to infiltrate from thc outside, and at other
times it serves as a mediator, recommending the selective adoption of
external ideologics by means of the homiletic mcthod. In this manncr
the mcthod somctimes becomes the very substance of the conscious
effort to measure up to external doctrincs, and thc requisite tool for
effecting their legitimatc cntry into Jewish life.

Such absorption is possible for a Judaism faithful to the
tradition of prior gencrations only by the use of derush. When
intcrpretation is strictly literal, collision is unavoidable. Only derush
smooths out thc rough spots; it alone permits opposites to co-exist.
Only through derush can doctrines and opinions be formulatcd and
constituted, and laws and customs be cstablishcd.22 If it is indeed so
powerful, it is no longer only a method, but a factor in the growth of
Jewish thought through the gencrations. This growth is nurtured by
two sources: inncr flow and contact with external worlds of thought.
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There are powerful connections betwcen the newer literature of
derush and the Midrash which preceded it, both in form and in
content. Even if it be a new creation of the new era, it is identical to
the old in the functions it assumes. The literature of derush emerged
on the hccls of the trauma caused by philosophy in the Jewish culture
of the Middle Ages. The view of Harry Austryn W 0lfson23 that Philo
was the father of Jewish philosophy in the Middle Ages is strength-
ened by the similarity of background between him and that of
medieval Jewish philosophy, in that in both cases we see a confronta-
tion between the internal culture and the external culture, without
either one being ready to retreat from the arena, or to accept second
place. The earliest practitioners of derush in the 12th and 13th
centuries, R. Abraham bar Hiyya (Meditations of the Sad Soul),
Nahmanides (Sermon for Rosh ha-Shana and Other Sermons),
R. Jacob Anatoli (Teacher of the Students), and R. Bahya ibn Asher
(Cask of Flour), employ derush to confront Torah with the principles
of Aristotclian logic and metaphysics.

In a similar way at a later time, in the era of the expulsion from
Spain, we have the sermons of Rabbenu Nissim and R. Yitshak
Arama's impressive homiletics work, Akedat yitshak. And from
there to the 16th and 17th centuries, when we become witness to a
direct influence of the culture of the Renaissance, as we find in
R. Judah Moscati (Nefutsot Yehuda), whose sermons are a mosaic of
musical themes, astronomy, philosophy and Italian intermingled
with the words of the Sages. To these must be added the "militant"
preachers-the carriers of the gospel of the "ncw" to the Jewish

world in various generations, up to the wandering Maggidim, the
"oppositionist intelligentsia" which was instrumental, in the opinion
of Joseph Weiss,24 in spreading Hasidism in the 18th century. There

were also those preachers who expressed opposition to Hasidism,25

bringing us to the 19th and 20th centuries in which appear the great
orators26 in the cause of Zion, and opposed to them the carriers of the
banner of Reform, which placed great importance on the art of
preaching, and gave the title of "preacher" to the rabbi. The latter
movement promoted the sermon as the unifying factor between past
and present, as the ideology which presented the fundamental essence
of Midrash, that the new is not new at all, but the old appearing in a
new revelationY Derush, then, is not a passive partner, but a creative
force. It is not a IIere method, but a clear and definite substance.
This is true of the first philosopher-preacher in Judaism, Philo of
Alexandria, and then, crossing over centuries and continents, of
Rabbi Loewe of Prague,28 up to Samson Raphael Hirsch in Frank-
furt, Germany29-and from him to Rabbi Joseph Baer Soloveitchik.
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Side by side with the long and honored tradition of intellectual
derush, another type of de rush developed, born as a literary form,
motivated by a desire for beauty and artistic playfulness for their own
sakes, at times serving as illustration and "intellectual adornment."
The distinction must always be drawn between these two types, even
though the line of differentiation is not always clear and thcy
sometimes overlap. Thus, Maimonides was able to discern in some
Aggadic passages matters of indifferent value, not leading "either to
fear or love, "30 while the Sages see in the Aggada the means to
"recognize the One who spoke and thus created the world, "31 that is,
solid theological themes containing fundamentals of the faith.

Thus it is clearly wrong to wrap all preachers and all sermons
into one package. Maimonides knows well how to recognize the kind
of derush which is mere method, thereby constituting a dangerous
and revolutionary tool, invalid in supporting or rejecting specific
doctrines. "Know that our rejection of the theory of the eternity of
the universe is not based on passages in the Torah which speak of the
creation of the world, for these verses are not any more conclusive
concerning creation than arc the verses which imply corporeal

aspects in divinity. The gates of interpretation are not closed to us in
the matter of creation; we could interpret them, as we have done in
thc matter of the negation of anthropomorphism. In fact, the former
would perhaps be simpler for us, since we could easily interpret the
verses in question in a manner which would permit the assumption of
the eternity of the universe, as we have interpreted verses in order to
nullify the concept of a corporeal divinity. "32 Thus in Maimonides'
opinion, any doctrine, even that of "the eternity of the universe"

which is in fundamental opposition to the principles of the Torah
faith, could have been reconciled through derush interpretation, for
"the gates of interpretation are not closed to us." From the above we
should be able to appreciate the absolute refusal to utilize Aggada
and derush for the purposes of confirmation or refutation of any
particular doctrine. There is no limit to the ability of derush to

"reconcile" verses for its own purposes. Hence its power is perilous
and its usefulness negligible.

All this is true only as long as wc speak of derush as method, not
when it is part of the substance of the matter. In the first case we
attempt to "resolve" the contradictions between the verses and their
strange content, and derush is supposed to serve as some kind of
bridge across the abyss that remains after we have tried to span the
gaps between the separate worlds. Not so in the second case, in which
derush is part of the substance. Then, the doctrines which had

appeared to be foreign enter into the precincts of the sacred, become
naturalized, established within it, and internally blended, so that the
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process can be considered as creative hermeneutics. This process does
not bridge or bind two entities but melts them both down, drawing
forth from the cauldron a new creation, complete and synthesized.

1. Heinemann in Darkhei ha-Aggada sees two basic guidelines
in the creation of Midrash.33 One, "creative philology," runs as a

continuous thread through all of the literature of derush. It appears
also in the guisc of creative etymology,34 in which each word, every
added and subtracted element in the Biblical text, serves as a
jumping-off point for fruitful, imaginative creativity. The second is
"creative historiography" in which the preacher not only broadens
and adds color, names and details to the development of the nucleus
of Biblical historical narrative, but also nourishes it from his own
resources of meditation and personal experience. However, there is
still another line of creative derush in which the preacher transports
himself, with all his thoughts, beliefs and traits, into the Biblical
situation or into the person of the Biblical hero, out of complete

empathetic identification. In this situation he seeks to discover

himself, without severing his ties to his own time and place.
In most cases, we would find the stimulus for this emanating

from an immanent tension, whose source lics in a conscious or
unconscious striving for an internal spiritual synthesis of distant, true
worlds, struggling within the mind and heart of the preacher-

philosopher. To be explicit: we arc speaking of a synthesis which

leads to unified existence, not a resignation to co-existence in the

style of "T orah" with" Derekh Erets," or "Religion" and "Science. "35

The two truths coming into dialectic confrontation here do not
follow one another in succession, or at the expense of each other-
but they arc simultaneous, both of them constituting, as it were, one
single truth, though at first glance they seem to be not only separate
but contradictory. They must be one because they have to dwell
within the soul of one man, for whom they assert laws of life, in
theory and in practice, and do not remain within the walls of the
academy. Derush, here, is not an adornment but a primary, essential
condition of life.

II

This kind of hermeneutics, flowing from a concrete dialectical
existential situation, is the philosophical derush of Rabbi Solo-
veitchik. It arises predominantly from the existential necessity of a
new reality, one which, though still striving for self-definition, can
only be denied or doubted today with great difficulty. Rabbi
Soloveitchik himself is an exemplary representative of this reality.
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What we have in mind is the new situation, in which Halakha,
in the sense of a full life of Torah and Commandments, now shares a
home with the fullness of Western culture. In this home we meet the
Westcrnized Jew, whose belonging to Western culture is not margi-
nal, derivative or partial, but complete, natural and autonomous. At
the same time this very person is also a Jew of the Halakha, for
whom Halakha is not trivial, a nostalgic vestige, an emblem of ethnic
identity, but deeply rooted, profound and all-embracing. Both

Western culture and the Torah of Israel are natural truths for him,
self-evident; in both does he see a way of life for himself and for the
community in which he lives. He does not seck to blur contradictions
and cover up the gaps between the two, immanent gaps of which he is
quite aware, but which do not deter him or confront him with the
necessity to choose between them. Hc is aware of the tension created
by these gaps, this tension itsclf adding depth and breadth to his
existence, fructifying his creative powers, and sharpening his sensa-
tions and reactions to the two centers of influence to which he is
exposed, not by compulsion but by free choice and recognition of the
rightness and worthwhileness of that choice.

Rabbi Soloveitchik represents this Jew, and in his effort to serve
as his spokesman, derush serves him as a means of passage from one
of these poles to the other, cnabling him to proceed securely in that
one world located within these poles. When he interprets the written
sources he is not aiming to "solve" difficulties or give answers in the
case of verses that appear to contradict his philosophical thesis;
rather, the verses themselves are made to propound that very thesis.
The philosophical conception and the Biblical passages, and even
more surprisingly thc essentials of Halakha, themselves become
spokesmen of the socio-philosophical reality in which he finds
himself, while this very same reality on its part, as distant as it seems,
actually embraces at many points the Halakhie approach and
Biblical personalities. The problem is not fundamentally, as it often
was in the confrontation between Judaism and forces external to it,
one of "verses" standing in contradiction to each other. For Rabbi
Soloveitehik it is clear that often verses do stand in contradiction, but
he accepts axiomatically that a third, reconciling source is available.
The tension between the two cultures in which he functions and
creates is not destructive, corrupting and shattering, but, on the
contrary, constructive, positive, fruitful and creative. Biblical pas-

sages and Halakhie rulings are not road hazards for him, but traffic
signs offering him direction. He brings them together and, as it were,
touches them with the magic hand of derush. They become "swal-

lowcd up" into the meditative-experiential framework he fashions

before us, and are set within it as precious jewels. Verses and laws arc
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not foreign transplants which have to be uprooted and replanted, but
part of the original intellectual and spiritual landscape. They them-
selves form the language in which R. Soloveitchik expresses his ideas,
even if it does not require any special effort to recognize traces of
great contemporary thinkers, most of whom certainly were unaware
of and did not recognize at all the interpretation of the passages, to
say nothing of the Halakhic ambience.

If language be part of the very substance of philosophic thought
or personal experience, when the attempt is made to transmit these to
others, certainly derush in the service of Rabbi Soloveitchik is such a
substantive clement, and not merely an external, methodological
means.

This close integration between modern Western thought and
traditional Jewish modes of expression, as found in the thought of
R. Soloveitchik-what we .have called the derush method- is not
accidental and is also not a matter of personal style. It is a necessary
result of the historical-spiritual situation referred to above. This
situation is different from the one formulated by the great neo-
Orthodox thinker Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch in the slogan
"Torah and Derekh Erets." There Torah and the ways of the world
remain separate entities, existing side by side without contact, except
that they are embodied in the same person at different times. The
situation we speak of is also different from that of the "Renaissance
of the Sacred" as propounded by the school of Rav Kook, which
seeks to sanctify the new and discern the revelation of the sacred in
the development of science, in evolution, and in human progress. In
the new situation addressed by Rabbi Soloveitchik, we find ourselves
equidistant from, or in equal measure within, two specific worlds,
standing in mutual opposition, the holy and the profane. There is no
attempt here to secularize the holy or to sanctify the secular. The two
worlds exist and persist in their own right, and we live and persist in
both of them. In the ladder of priorities both of them together are
preferred, with all of the paradoxes and contradictions this involves.
This world is aware of its innate contradictions, and the tension
produced by them, but they do not lead to hostility and a perpetual
state of war. There may not be complete peace between them, but
thcre undoubtedly exists a truce between the armed forces on both
sides. The world of Halakha as it emerges from the situation in which
R. Soloveitchik finds himself is mature enough to confront its
iiitcrnal and cxternal cnemies. The world beyond the walls no longer
tempts and mesmerizes as it did, precisely because I am already in it
and know it. Winds blowing outside no longer carry everything away
and remove everyone from the house of study; the light coming from
the outside has lost the power to draw everything to it.
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The world of those who observe Halakha and live according to
it on a daily basis has emerged from the shtetl, has burst through the
walls of the ghetto, and in the process has not thrown the tal/it and
the tejïlin overboard. The world of Halakha still sets the Jew apart,
but this isolation is a proud one, not a shameful ghetto. The world of
Halakha is now legitimate, socially accepted, even cosmopolitan.36 It
is now possible to observe the strictest standards of kashrut on all
international flights. It is quite rcspectable to order kosher meals in
many exclusive hotcls all over the world, or to inquire of the man at
the front desk about the availability of a minyan. Torah and mitsvot
actually exist in theory and practice in exclusive atomic laboratories,
in hospitals, in industrial and commercial centers. All this requires a
more sophisticated approach to the understanding of Halakha, and
certainly for the purpose of explaining it to others. The old apologet-
ics must now arm itself with more up-to-date weapons, in order to be
heard in the higher, contemporaneous levels of society.

Contact between the world of Halakha and that of secular
Western culture is not merely social and external but occurs in basic
spiritual terms, in education, entertainment, and in establishing

esthetic standards and world views. Jews who arc faithful to every
iota of Halakhic requirement grow up and are directly fashioned by
Western culture. For them it is not an external attainment but
internally substantive, autonomous, and a spiritual component with
which one has to live. Halakha in its new incarnation, after passing
through the tortures and indignities of its inner and outer critics, is
not content to be a matter of blind habit, royal decrees, and the like,
but demands together with other disciplines the status of intellectual
legitimacy and a defensible position. The separation between Torah
and Derekh Erets, which worked in its time for the Jews of Germany,
no longer suffices for the new-Orthodox Jews of America. The two
domains forcibly interest each other and are compelled to co-exist in
time and thought.

iv

This reality is confronted in the thought given to us by the mouth or
pen of Rabbi Soloveitchik, and includes derush as an integral part of
it, so much so that it is difficult to describe it otherwise. True, the
thought is Halakhic thought, but as Rotenstreich37 has pointed out

so well, Halakha here is not a restricted, specific law, but a matter of
anthropology and phenomenology.

From the viewpoint of historical precedent, it seems that what is
closest to (although chronologically furthest from) this method of
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almost complete assimilation of an external culture into established
Jewish contents, is Philo of Alexandria in his many-sided literary
activity. In this case, it is the Stoic allegory which was "Judaized."
This comparison is not accidentaL. Taking into consideration all the
many and profound differences between R. Soloveitchik and Philo,
there remains a great measure of similarity between Alexandria of
the first century and Boston of the twentieth century. Rav Solo-
veitchik differs from Philo in his breadth of knowledge of Judaism
and in his deep connection to Halakha, but it seems nevertheless

permissible to say that in a certain sense he finds himself in a Philonic
situation.

What are the salient features of this situation?
A. The Jewish community and Jewish thought are under the

influence of a powerful outside cultural force, which is pagan, anti-
Jewish, rejected fundamentally by the Jewish group, and yet is also
possessed of an attractive intellectual and spiritual messagc, clothed
in ethical and cogitative values that can easily be identified with
ancient Jewish values.

B. There is an urgent need for high-lcvcl apologetics for internal
and external purposes, which can justify the validity of the Jewish
position, especially with regard to the necessity for the observance of
the imperatives of Halakha, within a society and under conditions
heretofore unknown. This function is doubly difficult as the Halakha
comes under the fire of criticism from within and deliberate attempts
to make it "adjust" and conform to social and cultural pressures of
the environment (the old "Hellenizers" and modern Reform and
Conservative groups).

C. The apologist holds a thorough and proud conviction of the
superiority of Judaism, of Torah, viz. Halakha-which "will not be
changed" even in view of the powerful external culture, for "it
contains everything," and nothing good, moral or true has been
omitted from it if only one knows the way to search for it.

Thesc arc among the things that characterized the Philonic
situation and gave rise to the allegoric interpretation of Scripture,
which only recently has begun to gain the recognition it deserves.
These and other similarities characterize the new situation in which
Rav Soloveitchik functions. What allegory was for Philo, derush is
for R. Soloveitchik.

However, unlikc Philo's, the goal of R. Solovcitchik is not onc
of interpretation (were we to assume that this was the goal of
Phil038), and he makes no pretense of presenting his Midrashim as
the authoritative interpretations of Torah. And yet, like Philo, his
goal is philosophic and didactic, so that the verses of Scripture (and
for R. Soloveitchik also matters of Halakha) serve as the natural
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means for him to express his thought, in which there is a synthesis of
two distant worlds that have been brought close to each other.

If we were to extend this comparison further, we should

substitute for the word "synthesis"-which has been worn out from
excessive usage in recent generations-the word "syncretism. "39 That

is to say, a total and equal acceptance of both worlds, that of the
Western-Humanistic and that of the Jewish-Halakhic, with all the
imagined and real contradictions between them. This acceptance
demands that we perceive the two worlds as one.

With R. Soloveitchik, as with Philo, we find ourselves both at
the end of an old long road, and at the beginning of a new one. The
meeting bctween Judaism and philosophy in ancient times was not
sudden or of a one-time nature. It took placc in several stages,
"opening with mere philosophic adornment and wrapping of Jewish
ideas, going through a process of introducing isolated ideas of Greek
philosophy into Israel, up to the fundamental philosophic purifica-
tion of Judaism performed by Philo."40 So Isaac Julius Guttmann
attests concerning Philo: "For him philosophy does not serve merely
as a means for doctrinal affirmation, and the occupation with
philosophic problems is not restricted to details, but he sees Judaism
itself as a philosophic teaching, in the sense that it includes within
itself a complete philosophic systcm. . . . With the help of the

allegorical method of interpretation created in the Stoic school, he
succeeds in dictating into the Five Books of Moses, both into its
historical and its legal sections, philosophic content. He thoroughly
believed that he was not budging from the ground of Judaism, but
was only discovering its deepest meaning. "41

'The Torah of Moses," continues Guttmann,42 "is for him the
complete truth, and contains all that science can possibly tell, and
therefore, the nature of the allegoristic interpretation of Scripture is
totally different from that of the allegoristic interpretation of the

myths by the Stoic sages, his teachers and predecessors. He wanted to
unite the two forms of truth, that of human cognition and that of
divine revelation. The position of these two forms of truth together is
possible only within the bounds of the religion of historical revela-
tion, and Philo was the first to work diligently to unite them in a
systematic fashion. When he was called the first theologian, the title
fit him in this sense more than in any other. The manner of
questioning later prevalent in theology and in the philosophy of the
monotheistic religions, was already familiar to him, and this fact
bestows upon him a historical value superior to the value of his
thought itself. "

This is true also of R. Soloveitchik. He finds in Judaism,

especially in Halakha, a total, unblocked view of the intellectual
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world of modern Western man, as it is expressed in his philosophic,
psychological, or sociological creations. The perspectives of man and
world presented by the social sciences and contemporary society do
not only not disturb the Halakhic view of man and the duties it
thrusts upon him, but they are the very same perspectives, from a

different point of view. This becomes possible only through the
power of derush in service to, and under the aegis of, Rabbi
Soloveitchik, not only as a methodological tool, and certainly not
merely as a literary-esthetic technique, but as a substantive compo-
nent which raises to realization that syncretic synthesis through

which the Jew lives in Halakha and in time.

v

This phenomenon is clearly evident in many places in the writings of
Rav Soloveitchik.43 Suffice it for us to examine one essay, pregnant
with practical implications, though it, too, like most of his writings, is
based on an oral discourse. We refer to the essay "Kol Dodi
Dofek. "44 This essay is completely marked by the sign of derush,
starting with its title, and, with its general literary framework,

through the many double meanings and the plethora of brilliant
Midrashic flashes spread throughout the length of the work, down to
the powerful concluding chords-we have before us a profound and
powerfully expressed literary-philosophic creation, which cannot be
defined in any better way than to call it a derasha! Here is a perfect
sermon, following all the prescribed rules, though it is not anchored
in the classical era of derush literature, but is totally rooted in the
time and place of its composer, our time. Moreover, the examination
of the essay against the background of R. Soloveitchik's other
writings and lectures demonstrates that there is no room for any
suspicion of deliberate imitation of the style of derush, be it in the
pseudographic manner or by way of parody. So much for form.

What is important, however, is that every effort to trace the
thought content of the essay-containing as it does very significant
and weighty themes, as will be clear to anyone familiar with the rich
religious thought that sprang up following the Holocaust and the
Rebirth of Israel-will find the roots, trunks, and branches of these

ideas also existing and maintaining themselves in the world of
derush. Only in the "Midrashic reality" which tolerates paradoxes
and sees things in their prospective and retrospective aspects simul-
taneously, can the words of Rabbi Soloveitchik on Holocaust and
State be acceptable. This reality rescues the thought of Rabbi
Soloveitchik from the one-dimensional historiosophic analysis repre-
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sented so plentifully in the religious thought created in thc wake of
this complex and many-sided subject.45

The essay "The Voice of My Beloved that Knocketh" begins
with the ancient religious-philosophic problem of "the suffering of
the righteous," in which Rabbi Soloveitchik sees "one of the sealed
riddles with which Judaism has wrestled since its earliest days."
According to him this is a problem that occupied all the prophets and
which "still hovers over our world, demanding its solution: why does
God permit evil to rule over creation?" The solution is, and he
introduces it in a manner which would indicate much prior consid-
eration, that it is possible to overcome the problem of suffering in the
world, when we measure them in two separatc dimensions: fate and
destiny. "Judaism," he says (and it is interesting to test the meaning
of this word in the subsequent discussion: Halakha? Aggada? Phi-
losophy? Mysticism?), "always distinguished between existence in
fate, and existenec in destiny. "46

As for suffering in the dimension of "fateful existence"-it is a
riddle and a painful one, agitating and paralyzing, and will ever

remain such. Judaism, "with its rcalistic approach to man and his
position in existence" is not ready to accept compromising meta-
physical solutions which attempt to obscure the nature of eviL. "Evil
is an undeniable fact. There is evil, there is suffering, and there are
the pains of hell in the world. He who desires to fool himself by
removing his attention from the rent in existence, and by romanticiz-
ing the lifc of man, is but a fool and a dreamer of dreams. "47

However, in the second dimension of human existence, that of
destiny, suffering becomes a challenge to man, calling him to a "face-
to-face confrontation with eviL. "48 This confrontation is not a matter
of metaphysical speculation but is "Halakhic and ethical," in which
the emphasis is shifted from the question of the cause of evil to the
world of action. "The problcm is now defined in the simple language
of Halakha, and becomes relevant to daily practice. . . . What
obligations does suffering place upon man?"

Halakha, Rabbi Soloveitehik establishes, is concerned with the
question of evil and suffering "as in other questions of permitted and
forbidden, obligation and release. We do not speculate about the
inscrutable ways of God, but on the way in which man should walk
when suffering befalls him . . . and the Halakhic response to this
question is very simple."

R. Soloveitchik cmphasil'cs ag;iîn .ind ,igain that we arc r;H:ed
here with a Halakhic question, that Halakha provides an answer for
it. Yet, is "the Halakhic answer to this question very simple" in
reality? What really is "a Halakhic answer"? Is it to be understood in
the limited sense of an answer to be followed in practice? Moreover,
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is it indeed "very simple" to arrive at this answer? So does Rabbi
Soloveitchik rule, and no one will question his position as master of
the Halakha. And what is, according to him, the Halakhic answer?
"Suffering is intended to elevate man, to purify him and sanctify him,
to clean his thoughts and cleanse them from all superficial dross and
gross sentiments, to refine his character and broaden the horizons of
his life." All these docs he include in what he calls "a Halakhic
answer"! And if that were not enough, he supplements the answer
and provides us with "the sum of the matter: the function of suffering
is to mend the flaw in the character of man "! And again in the same
vein: "Halakha teaches us that it is a crime on the part of the sufferer
to permit his anguish to go to waste and to remain without meaning
and goal. For suffering appears in the world in order to contribute
something to man, to atone for him, to redeem him from corruption,
vulgarity and a sunken spirit." These are parts of the "Halakhic
answer," and what is the first Biblical source quoted in support of
this "Halakhic ruling"! '''It is a time of travail for Jacob, and from it
he shall be saved' that is, from the travail itself the salvation will
come." The source of the "Halakha" is then obvious Midrashic

novelty, and immediately following is a second Midrash, similar to
the first: "'When it is painful for you, when all these things befall you
. . . thou shalt return unto the Lord thy God'-suffering obliges man
to indulge in perfect repentance before God." Following this Midrash
there is a long discussion based on Halakhic rulings by Maimonides
which stress the tie between trouble and repentance, and are most
appropriate for our purposes here. And then, we go on: "Judaism has
deepened this concept (of the improvement of man through suffer-
ing) by associating the idea of rectifying suffering with rectifying
grace. "49 And here he floats far over the waves of the sea of Jewish
mysticism to the world of rectification (tikkun), both of suffering and
of grace, which demand improvement in man. And again, a proof
text, apparently Halakhic, but in reality thoroughly in the nature of
derush: "Our great teachers have taught us that 'a man must bless for
evil as he blessed for good.' Just as the good obliges man to engage in
elevated action, and demands of the individual or the community
creative action and renewal (a nice derush, but not the simple

meaning, of 'to bless'), so does suffering demand improvement of the
soul and purification of life. . . in short, it is not man's obligation to
solve the problem of rational cause or purpose of suffering in all its
speculative complexity, but rhis concern is) the question or their
amelioration in all its Halakhic simplicity, by converting ( mere) fatc
into (meaningful) destiny."5o

Thus even a cursory reading of a passage in "Kol Dodi Dofek"
compels us to recognize this vital methodological and substantive
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element in the creativity of Rabbi Soloveitchik, as it finds expression
in this essay and as it does in his other writings: the concept

"Halakha" is continually broadened under his touch to include a
philosophical approach.51 The justification of this broadening lies in
the power of derush, which makes it possible to widen and material-
ize the concept "Halakha" until it embraces philosophic-existential
fundamentals, together with prominent terms from the area of
kabbala and mysticism.

True, the position of Rabbi Soloveitchik in all that relates to the
comprehension of "evil" which is expressed in the Holocaust, and the
"grace" that is expressed in the historical events ("the calling of the
beloved") that are tied up with the rise of the State of Israel,
constitutes a "Halakhic" approach, that is, an approach that is
concerned with real daily existence, and in the obligations that this
existence thrusts upon man, and not with metaphysical prophecy
beyond this world. And yet, the foundations of this "Halakha" lean
upon the pillars of derush, as a result of which, through the

enthusiasm engendered by the conception of these matters and their
transmission, this "Halakha" is enabled to pose as the totality of the
Jewish scheme of things, as it has been formulated in the modes of
practical law, and yet not losing the blazing, living flame which
glows in the inner recesses of this practice, from Sinai up to
now. R. Soloveitchik represents the "Man of Halakha"-but this
"Halakha" of which he speaks must not be grasped in terms of the
four frozen ells; it includes the world and all that is in it, and man
together with all his profundities and orbits. These are revealed to us
when this "Halakha" is interpreted in the accepted manner of derush
over the generations. If we can be permitted a farfetched analogy, we
could say that the works of Rabbi Soloveitchik are not a "Mishnah"
which contains here and there (as in the Mishneh Torah of Maimon-
ides) Aggadic material of an expository and embellishing nature, 

52

but a kind of "Midrash Halakha" in which Halakha and Aggada are
blended. In this manner, R. Soloveitchik himself passes from his

positioning of himself "Halakhically" in the matter of evil in the
world, expressing the existential obligation towards deeds that carry
the force of legal rulings, for the purpose of "rectifying suffering and
elevating it"-over to complete formulations, organized statements,

or marvelous gems of derush, which wander in refrain from subject
to subject and from image to image. And the leading image that
emerges before us is Job.53

The image and events of Job are interpreted to exemplify the
thesis that there is no sense in speculation about the nature of
suffering. Only after Job is convinced and says: "Therefore do I
speak without understanding what is too wonderful for me, and
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which I know not," only then docs God reveal to him "the true,
hidden basis of suffering as it is formulated by the Halakha"! Job
nevcr kncw the cause or the purpose of suffering, but one thing it is
his obligation to know: "the basis of remedial suffering." And here
R. Soloveitchik constructs a marvelous Midrashic scheme of Job's
situation, which appears at one and the same time in all the various
Aggadic-Midrashic eras in which Job lived and functioned. In the
manner of Midrash, he pays no attention to the real gap separating
the time of Jacob the Patriarch from the time of the return to Zion in
the days of Ezra, all the times coalescing for him into one time.54 The

man Job who lived as well in the time of Jacob, the time of the
exodus from Egypt, and the time of the return to Zion, he and his
pains are woven together in the web of derush, which speculates on
the nature of Jewish prayer conceived of as public prayer, and on the
connection between individual and communal responsibility when
the individual is the subject of either a time of grace or a time of
suffering. And from here, after Soloveitchik has leaped to the wide
expanses of hermeneutics that develop around the figure of Job, he
returns to the Halakhie question: "What is the duty of suffering man
that arises out of his suffering'? What heavenly commanding voice
pierces through the veil of pain?" What are "the laws of the
remedying of evil" or "the law of rectifying pain" that we derive from
Job? In a broader sense: What is the "Halakha" we learn from the
"echo of the imperative that drives relentlessly upward" out of the
event? This Halakha depends on the manner in which we employ the
method of derush concerning the special happening occurring in
history, in order to derive from it the meta-historical "imperative" of
the Halakhic principle whose source is godly, and which must be
embodied as "Halakha" within history.

VI

In order to arrive at this compound conception with regard to the
historical events of our epoch, centered in the Holocaust and the
reestablishment of the State, R. Soloveitchik has need of the classic
tools of derush, and he creates several new Midrashim for the
Scriptural verses, especially for the Song of Songs, from which the
name of the essay is taken.55 Prom these Midrashim there emerge for
us Halakhic imperatives of a meta-historical nature, which we are
commanded to fulfill within historical Halakhic reality.

Before us, in "Kol Dodi Dofek," is one example of this type of
Halakhic Midrash in our day, formed against the background of the
historical events of the last generation. Its starting point is the terrible
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historical hardship in which the people of Israel were placed after the
Holocaust. The Halakha which emerged from this reality was the
meta-historical command not to miss the opportunity. The principle
according to which this "Halakha" was specified flows from the
world of Halakha which stipulates in many cases the prohibition
against missing opportunities, and functions out of a keen sense
of time in such matters as the desecration of the Sabbath (one

moment-permitted, one moment later-prohibited) the time of the
reading of Shema, etc.56 The path leading from the meta-historical
imperative to its fulfillment in the historical situation is the path of
derush.

A commandment which is not fulfilled in time can destroy
worlds. To illustrate this Halakhic principle R. Soloveitchik creates
several Midrashim. Herc, for example, is a new and moving Midrash
dealing with the stories of the sins of Saul and DavidY While the
confession of the latter is accepted and his sin forgiven, that of the
former is not accepted because he missed the correct moment, and his
kingdom is taken from him. And here is a second Midrash, which
serves as the main framework for the essay as a whole and which
concentrates upon the image of the Shulamit maiden, and the
description of "the tragic and paradoxical hesitation of the beloved,
intoxicated with love and nostalgic dreams" who misses the oppor-
tunity "of which she dreamed and for which she had fought, and
which she sought with all her heart's enthusiasm," so that she does
not respond to the knocking of the beloved, who also is very desirous
of her. This Midrash upon the Song of Songs created by Rabbi
Soloveitchik was not created but to permit us to conceive the

meaning of the historical events of the Holocaust and the State,
their meta-historical significance and the Halakhie imperative that
emerges from them.

What is the rise of the State of Israel to Rabbi Soloveitchik?
Is it the redemption, or one of its stages? Is it the beginning of
redemption? The beginning of the growth of our redemption?
Indifferent and unconnected to the course of redemption? False
messianism? Satanic?58

Rabbi Soloveitchik has prepared us in the preface to his
discourse on the conception of the events which led to the rise of the
Jewish state, not to ask for the nature of the matter in the

metaphysical sense, but for the Halakhic imperative which is evoked
by it. What then is this command coming to us from meta-history
and how does it reach us? R. Soloveitchik refrains from responding
with definite answers to this question, as would be expected of him as
the Ish ha-Halakha. For example, he docs not rule whether it is
obligatory, permitted, or prohibited to recite Hallel on Yom ha-
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Atsma 'ut. Instead he fortifies himself behind the exalted, mystic
Biblical text from the Song of Songs, and by means of derush brings
forth the "beloved" who knocks on the door of the "friend" entering
the specific historical situation which he is dealing with, and this
situation itself heralds the Halakha that emerges from it.

"Eight years ago, in the midst of a frightening night, full of the
horrors of Majdanek, Treblinka and Buchenwald, in a night of gas
chambers and crematoria, in a night of absolute hiding-of-the-face
. . . in a night of unceasing searchings for the beloved- in this very
night the beloved arose and appeared. The God who was hiding in his
hidden pavilion suddenly appeared and began to knock at the
entrance to the tcnt of the bcdraggled and bereaved companion,

restlessly tossing on her bed in heaving and tortures of hell. It is
because of the rapping and knocking at the dour of the companion,
wrapped in grief, that the State of brael was born!"59

"The knocking of the beloved" is spelled out by R. Soloveitchik
in terms of six calls. They result from a hermeneutic development of
words and situations taken from the Song of Songs. Are these
"knocks" miraculous, outsidc the bounds of nature, justifying des-
ertion of established Halakhic systems? Or are they merely natural
developments? Using the derush form helps Soloveitchik avoid these
explicit issues. So, for example, is described the "first knock":
". . . from the viewpoint of international relations no one will deny
that the rise of the State of Israel in the political sense was almost
supernatural." Notice: "almost" supernatural. Nevertheless, he con-

tinues: "I do not know whom the representatives of the press saw,
with their eycs of flesh, sitting upon the presiding chair in that fateful
meeting (of the General Assembly) in which it was decided to found
the State of Israel, but he who looked well with his spiritual eyes felt
that the real chairman presiding over the discussion was-the

beloved. He was knocking with his gavel upon the table."60 And this
is called "almost supernatural"?

Rabbi Soloveitchik struggles with this matter and here, too,
derush comes to his aid. "Do we not interpret the verse in the Book of
Esther, 'That night the king could not sleep' as referring to the sleep
of the king of the universe?61 If only Ahashverosh could not sleep, it
would not have been important at all and no salvation would have
come that night, but if the king of the universe, as it were, could not,
or did not sleep-why, then the redemption is born. If so-and-so had
opened that meeting of the United Nations the State of Israel would
not have been born, but if the beloved raps upon the presiding

chair-the wonder takes place. The voice of the beloved knocks."
The way of derush, which can move from the Song of Songs to

the Book of Esther, affords Soloveitchik the paradoxiGal opportunity
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to say and not to say what he wants to say and does not want to say.
In all of the Book of Esther the name of God is not mentioned, and
yet Halakha demands of us to pray for and praise "the miracles" of
Purim.

And so with regard to other "knockings." They float on the
border between the natural and the supernatural. We cannot, we may
not, speculate about the precise metaphysical whatness of those

knockings that are expressed in thc breathtaking happenings in the
political, the military, the educational, and the interreligious spheres
after years of the darkness of the hidden faee.62 We should not look
for one truth, cut and dried. We should be content with the
Midrashie truth of the matter. What it is incumbent upon us to hear
from the midst of the wonderful events occurring before our eyes, as
a kind of raw material of derush, is a meta-historic imperative

clothed in real historic Halakha, and in our case, the Halakha
concerning the prohibition of missing the temporal opportunity in all
that relates to the tension of support and assistance to the State of
Isracl.

The use of the derush of "the sound of the knocking of my
beloved" is, as we have seen, substantive in the thought of Rabbi
Soloveitchik and is not merely methodologicaL. So it is with regard to
the "six knockings" of the beloved, and so it is with regard to the
distinction at which he arrives by way of a typical form of derush,
which moves from subject to subject, until the solution to the entire
matter is found-the distinction between the covenant at Sinai (the

covenant of destiny) and the covenant of Egypt (the covenant of
fate), and the difference between them. This distinction leads to
other conceptual distinctions, such as between Mahaneh and Eda,
"Nation" and "people,"63 and "grace" and "holiness"-an entire
universe of philosophic concepts, all of them rooted in the soil of
derush. both as method and as substance.
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